PROCEDURE

1. Provide temporary lateral support for CA 80-TU and 38.
2. Review O.C. 85, 87, 89, 91.
3. Review O.C. 71 and 38 per length.
4. Review Step Section, type of CA 80-TU, N.D.
5. Review new sections of CA 80-TU, section to Steel level 6.
6. Proper top section of CA 80-TU, section to Steel level 6.
7. Proper top section of CA 80-TU, section to Steel level 5.
8. Step section to CA 80-TU, section to Steel level 6.
9. Assemble 3 parts, placing top section of CA 80-TU, section to Steel level 6.

10. Entrance 154 85 0 in.

11. Entrance 154 85 0 in.

12. Entrance 154 85 0 in.

13. Entrance 154 85 0 in.

14. Entrance 154 85 0 in.